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ABSTRACT 
 
 

For some years MCU specialists perform wide range of full-scale VVER-1000 neutron 
physical calculations. One of interesting questions emerged  in course of these calculations is 
the elaboration degree of radial reflector geometry description. MIDICORE 2D approach 
simplifies modeling of horizontal grooves in core basket. We modeled them not only exactly, 
but also in two approximate ways, one of which was proposed in MCNP reference 
calculation. Apart from this reference restricted core area  all three cases considered were 60o 
rotational symmetry segment of model core. keff, relative pin by pin power distribution in 
proposed FA’s and integral fission power of all FA’s was obtained. 

 
 
 

MCU basics 
 
MCU code[1]   is designed to solve inhomogeneous equations of neutron, photon, 

electron and positron transport in given environment by analog and non-analog (weight) 
Monte Carlo methods. Change of isotopic composition due to irradiation process may be 
accounted. In case of neutrons homogeneous equation (criticality calculation of neutron 
multiplying systems) can be solved also.  

Each system is constructed from finite number of bodies (zones) confined by planes or 
second order surfaces whose parameters are user-defined. Each zone is filled with some 
matter with specific temperature, isotopic composition and nuclear density.  

MCU code geometry module models 3D systems with arbitrary geometry using 
combinatorial approach, which is based on complex spatial bodies description as combination 
of simple bodies or surfaces. The set of operations with bodies consists of intersection, 
addition and joining up of some number of body prototypes. For code efficiency all bodies are 
confined by planes or second-order surfaces. More complex surfaces must be approximated 
by simpler ones. It is possible to use nets or lattices, received by multiplication of some basic 
cells or super-cells described combinatorially.  

Special algorithm allows to describe some spiral forms of fuel elements arising from 



VVER fuel assemblies winding.  
It is possible to impose on different border sides rotation,  translation, mirror, black 

and some other border conditions. 
Particle cross-sections are taken from MCUDB50 database, consisting from some 

number of categories which can be used by different submodules of complex physical module 
describing particle-matter interactions. MCUDB50 database contains information for 375 
nuclides. 

Physical module accounts for particle continuous energy change in scattering and both 
continuous and graded cross-sections energy dependency. Some peculiarities of neutron-
matter interaction modeling are clarified below. 

 At neutron birth both prompt and delayed neutron spectra can be used. Elastic 
scattering anisotropy in fast energy region is accounted. It is also possible to model inelastic 
scattering basing on laws from evaluated nuclear data files. 

 In unresolved resonance region subgroup or Bondarenko f-factor approaches are used, 
both with temperature dependence. 

In resolved resonance region group, subgroup or point wise cross-section description 
is used. Most important nuclides cross-sections are described by continuous functions since 
while modeling they are calculated with the help of resonance parameters.  Such scheme 
allows to provide calculations directly using resonance parameters without preliminary 
prepared cross-section tables and to evaluate temperature effects through cross-section 
analytical temperature dependencies.    

Collisions in thermal region is modeled either in multigroup transport approximation 
or using model of continuous energy change with account for angle-energy change 
correlations in collision process. In both cases chemical links, nucleus thermal motion and 
coherent effect in elastic scattering are accounted for. Moderator cross-sections are calculated 
for each moderator temperature specified using phonon spectra from corresponding part of 
MCUDB50 database. 

Among tallied functionals are effective multiplication coefficients of neutrons, power 
distribution through different fuel assemblies and fuel cells, effective part of delayed 
neutrons, cell-average group characteristics such as crossections and diffusion coefficients et. 
al.  

MCU code can be run on multiprocessor computers. Parallelization of MCU code is 
implemented through code interface MPI (Message Passing Interface) – most prevalent 
standard interface of data interchange in parallel processing.  MPI realizations exist on most 
computer platforms.  In course of multiprocessor calculations MCU code uses all processors 
available. Its calculation scheme remains similar to single processor run. 

 
 
 

MCU - MCNP MIDICORE results comparison 
 
 
For a long time many different MCU solutions are compared with that of MCNP .  

There exist VVER-1000 MOX Core computational benchmark[2], in which two loads of 60o  
symmetry segment of  VVER-1000 core were computed with both codes. MCNP-4C 
calculations were carried out in GRS, Germany. 

For some years since then designers of MCU code work to develop mathematical 
model of full-scale VVER reactor. Some progress was reported at previous AER meeting in 
Bulgaria[3]. So when MIDICORE benchmark was announced we were eager to participate. 
Prime goal was to compare our results for VVER 3D model with that of  MCNP code.  



“. . . The MIDICORE benchmark is a 2D calculation benchmark based on the VVER-
1000 reactor core cold state geometry with taking into the account the geometry of explicit 
radial reflector. The main task of this benchmark is to test the pin by pin power distribution in 
selected fuel assemblies that are placed mainly at the border of the VVER-1000 core. . .” This 
is quotation from MIDICORE benchmark specification, where all details of reader’s interest 
can be found. Here, on Fig.1,  we only remind to reader MIDICORE geometry. 

 
Figure 1. MIDICORE geometry and cartogram.  

Reflection conditions on segment planes 
 

Since our 3D mathematical model of full-scale VVER reactor is already sufficiently 
elaborated, it was not difficult to make MCU input file, describing 2D MIDICORE problem. 
After some test runs and co-ordination of input data with  benchmark designers we received 
would be final results, which are compared with that of MCNP in Table 1  and Fig.2, 3. 

 
Table 1. Both codes MIDICORE keff  values 

MCNP MCU MCU-MCNP 
difference 

1.04538 1.039516 -0.56% 
 

Marked in [2] MCU tendency to slightly underestimate keff   value relative to MCNP, about 
0.4%, not only holds out, but this time underestimation is slightly greater. In [2] this 
difference was attributed to different nuclear data used by both codes. For pin-by-pin fission 
reaction rate distributions within assemblies both codes show very good agreement for tvels 
without gadolinium. In both works  MCU-MCNP difference in U-Gd pins is more pronounced. 
We hypothesize, that it can be attributed to some difference in Gd data.  



 
Figure 2. MCU relative fuel assemblies power distribution and its difference from MCNP 

results in percents of core average = 1 
 

 
Figure 3. Relative pin power MCU-MCNP difference in P36E9 assembly 



Core basket grooves modeling 
 
 
This problem bothered us since we had erroneous notion of grooves marked influence 

on neutron leakage from core. But exact 3D modeling of them, though possible for MCU, will 
overburden input file and computer memory, possibly unnecessary. So we used one simplified 
model of grooves and MIDICORE authors proposed some other.  But it strike us that in 2D 
axially infinite problem we can easily introduce exact description of only one groove in 5.8 
cm high  assembly with mirror or translation condition on top/bottom planes.  

So four different grooves models emerged. 
1. Grooves are modeled according to technical drawings available (Fig. 4, I); 
2. Height of grooves equals to that of core, but they are made from steel-water mixture in 
proper proportion; 
3. Grooves are replaced with cutoff by vertical plane of some part of core basket so that 
water volume in design is conserved (Fig.4, II);  
4. Grooves are absent. 

 
Figure 4. Core basket horizontal grooves. I - real and II - equivalent ones. 

 
Since grooves are not included as a whole in MIDICORE benchmark, we extended it 

to 60o  core segment with rotation condition on its planes (see Fig.5). All groove models were 
calculated with 500 millions of histories. Results are presented in Table 2 and on Fig.6,7. 

 
Table 2. keff values for different groove descriptions 

 keff Δ keff 

Real cavity 1.06272 - 

Water/steel mixture 1.06263 -0.009% 

Equivalent cavity 1.06262 -0.010% 

without  cavity 1.06212 -0.047% 

 



 
Figure 5. Geometry and cartogram to study groove problem.  

 

Figure 6. Border fuel assemblies power for different groove models. 
 
This results clearly demonstrate, that at last in keff and power distribution problems 

groove details are near to insignificant. At more intent glance it turns out that approximate 
models grasp 50 - 70 percents of whole groove influence, which can amount to 2.5 % in 
assemblies power and ~6% in pin power. 

 
 



 
Figure 7. Border pin-by-pin power for different groove models. 

 
 

 
Overview of some other core basket details influence 

 
 

After small role of grooves was firmly established, we tried to clarify our previous 
opposite opinion on this subject. As it turned out, above mentioned overestimation of grooves 
influence stems from pure error, when together with grooves description other core basket 
model was implemented with slightly different placement of water channels. These 
differences are demonstrated on Fig.8. 

 
 

Figure 8. Differences in channels positions studied. 



Since we were short of time we have made reduced calculations with 250 millions of 
histories each and counted them insufficient for power distribution comparisons. Only keff 
values are compared in Table 3. It follows that correct description of core basket channels 
diameters and placement is important and can become apparent in near-border power 
distribution. 

 
 

Table 3. Some core basket details influence on keff 
 

 Effect of 
Channels 
moved  

water gap between the inner 
edge of core basket and the edge 
of FA changed from 1 to 3 mm 

Gap+channels
+grooves 
 

Δ keff -0.22% -0.05% -0.205% 
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